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SCALAR DEPENDENT ALGEBRAS

RAYMOND  COUGHLIN,   ERWIN  KLEINFELD   AND   MICHAEL  RICH1

Abstract. An algebra A over a field F will be called scalar de-

pendent in case for every x, y, z'm A there exists a function^*, y, z)

in F such that (xy)z=g(x, y, z)x(yz). The main result of this paper

is that any scalar dependent algebra which contains a nonzero

idempotent must always be associative. Since there are known to

exist scalar dependent algebras which are not associative, the

hypothesis regarding the existence of an idempotent is actually

necessary.

In an earlier study of scalar dependent algebras [1], two of the authors

showed that third-power-associative scalar dependent algebras which

contain an identity element 1 and a nonzero idempotent e# 1 must be

associative. Here we shall prove the same result with considerably weaker

assumptions. Throughout A will denote a scalar dependent algebra over

F. If x, y, z are elements of A then the associator (x, y, z) is defined by

(x, y, z) = (xy)z—x(yz). Essential to many of our calculations is the fact

that (x, y, z) = (a.— \)x(yz) for some element a in F.

Theorem 1. Every scalar dependent algebra with identity element 1

must be associative.

Proof. We note that in order for the theorem to be false there must be

elements x, y, z in A such that (x, y, z)^0. But then (a— \)x(yz) =

(x,y, z) = (x+l, y, z) = (ß—\)(x+l)(yz). Solving this equation we have

(1) (a - ß)x(yz) = (ß- \)yz.

If oL=ß, then it follows from (1) that (ß— l)yz = 0, so that either ß= 1, or

yz=0. Either of these are sufficient to imply (.v, y, z)=0, contrary to

assumption. Thus a#/3. But then (1) implies that x(yz) is a scalar multiple

of yz. Since (x, y, z) is a scalar multiple of x(yz), then

(2) (x,y, z) = y(yz),   for some y in F.
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In (2) we may replace z by z+1, since (x,y, z+l) = (x,y, z)¿¿0, thus

obtaining

(3) (x,y,z + 1) = y'(y)(z + 1),    for some y' in F.

Solving (2) and (3) simultaneously, we get

(4) (y - y')yz = y'y.

If y' = y, then (4) implies y'y=0, so that either y'=0, or y=0. Since both

of these imply (x, y, z)=0, contrary to assumption, we must have y'^y.

But then (4) may be solved for yz as a scalar multiple of y. This com-

bined with (2) leads to

(5) (x,y, z) = by,    for some ó in F.

Replacing y by y + l in (5) one gets

(6) (x,y + l,z) = ô'(y +1),    for some Ô' in F.

Solving (5) and (6) simultaneously implies

(7) (ô - ô')y = ô'.

If ô' = ô then (7) implies <5'=0, so that (x,y, z)=0, using (6). Since

(x,y,z)?¿Q, ô'^ô. But then (7) implies that y is a scalar multiple of 1,

implying (x,y, z)=0. By assuming (x,y, z)¿¿0, we have reached a contra-

diction. Consequently A must be associative. This completes the proof of

the theorem.

Lemma 1. Let e be an idempotent in A. Then (e, e, A)={e, A, e) =

(A,e,e)=0.

Proof. Let x be an arbitrary element of A. We show first that (x, e, e) =

0. Note that (x, e, e) = (oc — l)xe. But then (x, e, e) = (x+e, e, e) =

(/?- l)(x+e)e. Solving we get (oc-ß)xe=(ß- l)e. lfa=ß then (ß- l)e=0,

so that either ß=l, or e=0. In both instances (x, e, e)=0, and we are

done. Thus aj^ß, so that xe is a scalar multiple of e. If xe=ye, then

(x, e, e) = (xe)e—xe=ye—ye=0. This shows (x, e, e)=0, in all cases.

Next we show (e, e, x)=0. We see that (e, e, x) = (a— l)e(ex) = (e, e, e+x)

= (ß-l)e(e+ex). Solving we get (<x-ß)e(ex) = (ß-l)e. If a=/S then

either ß= 1, or e=0. In both instances (e, e, x)=0, so that we can assume

a^ß. But then e(ex) must be a scalar multiple of e. Since ex=e2x=ae(ex),

then ex must also be a scalar multiple of e, say ex=<5e. Thus (e, e, x) =

ex—e(ex) = ôe—ôe=0. Next we show (e, x, e)e=0. Let p=g(e, x—ex, e).

Then using (e, e, x)=0=(x, e, e), we have (e, x, e)e=[(ex)e—e(xe)]e=

(ex)e— [e(xe)]e= [ex—e(xe)]e= [e(x—xe)]e= pe[(x—xe)e] = pe[xe— (xe)e]

= — pe(x, e, e)=0. Since (e, x, e) = (a— l)e(xe) = (e, x+e, e) = (ß— l)x

e(xe+e), we have (a—ß)e(xe)=(ß— l)e. If a=/S, then (|8—l)e=0, so
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that either ß=l, or e=0, and we are done. Assume that a^ß. Then

e(xe) is a scalar multiple of e, say e(xe) = ye. Then (e, x, e) = (ct—l)ye=

pe. Since (e, x, e)e=0, we get (pe)e=0 = pe=(e, x, e), and we are done.

This completes the proof of the lemma. It is well known that Lemma 1

implies that A has a Peirce decomposition as a direct sum A=AXX®AX0(B

^oi©^oo= where xu e AH, i,j=0, 1 if and only if e(xij) = ixij, (xij)e=jxij,

relative to any idempotent e.

Lemma 2. Suppose e is an idempotent and x, y arbitrary elements in A.

If (x,y, e)^0, then either there exist a, ß in F such that (x, y, e) = axe=

ße, or (x,y, e)=ße and xe=0. Similarly if (x, e,y)^0, then (x, e,y) =

yey=ôe. Finally if (e, x, y)^0, then either (e, x,y) = pey=ae,or (e, x,y) —

ae and ey=0.

Proof. We have (x,y, e) = (a — l)x(ye). Substituting y + e for y, we

have (x, y, e)=(x, y + e, e) = (ß— \)x(ye+e), so that (a—ß)x(ye) =

(ß—l)xe. If cn^ß, then x(ye) is a scalar multiple of xe, and hence so is

(x, y, e). If on the other hand a=ß, then (ß—l)xe=0, so that either ß=\,

or xe=Q. We have shown that either (x, y, e) is a scalar multiple of xe, or

xe=0. In this last assertion replace x by x + e. Then Lemma 1 implies

(x-\-e,y, e) = (x,y, e)#0. Thus either (x,y,e) is a scalar multiple of

xe+e or xe+e=0. If we consider each of the four possibilities separately

the first part of the lemma becomes obvious. The other two parts are

similar and are left to the reader, noting that if ey=0, then (x, e, y)=0.

Definition.   The right nucleus R of A is defined as

R = {aeA | (A, A, a) = 0}.

The nucleus is the intersection of right, middle and left nucleus.

Lemma 3.    Every idempotent e belongs to the right nucleus R.

Proof. Assume e is not in R. Then there exist elements x, y in A

such that (x, y, e)^0. Using Lemma 2, there exists ß in F such that

(x,y,e)=ße. By definition we have (x,ye, e) + (x,y, e)e=[x(ye)]e—

x[(ye)e]+[(xy)e]e— [x(ye)]e=(xy)e—x(yé) = (x,y, e). But then (x,ye, e)

+ße=ße, so that (x,ye, e)=0. Thus (x,yxx+yox, e)=0. But if ye=0,

then (x,y, e) = (a.— \)x(ye)=0, so that (x,yo0+yX0,e)=0. We have

proved (x,y, e)=0, which is contrary to assumption. Thus e must be

in R. This completes the proof of the lemma.

Lemma 4.    Axo and Aox are contained in the right nucleus R.

Proof. We have x01j01 = (x01e)j01 = (y— l)x01(ey01)=0. This implies

(e+x01)2=e+x01, by expansion. But then Lemma 3 implies that e+xox
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belongs to R. Since R is a subring of A, we have x01 in R. Then (x10, e, ji0) =

—xwyio=ôe, using Lemma 2. But Lemma 3 implies 0=(x10,yi0, e)=

(xiay10)e= — (<5e)e=— <5e=xiay10. Thus (e-|-Xi0)2=e-r-x10. As before then

e+x10 is in R, hence x10 is. This completes the proof of the lemma.

We are now ready to prove our main result.

Theorem 2.    If A contains a nonzero idempotent e, then A is associative.

Proof. Since e belongs to R, we get through expansion that (x, y, ze)=

(xy)(ze)-x[y(ze)]= [(xy)z]e-x[(yz)e]=[(xy)z]e- [x(yz)]e=(x,y, z)e, for

arbitrary x,y, z in A. But then Lemma 2 implies (x, e, y00)=ße=(ße)e=

(x, e,700)e=(x, e, y00e)=Q. Similarly (e, x,y00)=ß'e=(ß'e)e=(e, x,y00)e

= (e, x, y00e)=0. Using Lemma 2, since ey1i=yn?±0, we have (x, e, jn) =

yeyn=ôe. If y=0, then (x, e,yxl)=0. If not then yu = pe implies

(x, e,yn)=0. Thus in either case we wind up with (x, e, ju)=0. Then

(e, x, yn) = aeyu=Te because of Lemma 2. Hence either o-=0, or jn =

me. The latter implies (e, x,yu)—0, because of Lemma 1, as of course the

first possibility does too. Now Lemma 4 suffices to prove that e belongs

to the nucleus N of A. From this it follows at once that AijAkl'^ôjkAil.

Also since e+x10 and e+x01 belong to N we must have Ai0+A0i^N. In

fact the only associators which are not known to be zero at this point are

(xii,yn, Zu) and (x00, y00, z00). However e is the identity element of An

and so Theorem 1 implies that (xn,j?n> zu)=0. Next (e+x00, e+y00,

e+z00) = (x00,y00,z00) = (*-l)x00(y00z00) = (ß-l)[e+x00][(e+yw)(e+z00)]

= QS-l)e+G8-l)x00(y00z00). Thus (a-/5)x00(y00z00) = (^-l)e must be an

element in the intersection of A00 and Allt and hence zero. Thus ß= 1, and

so (x00, y00, z00)=0. This completes the proof of the theorem.
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